SOFT KNITTED
PALLET
NETTING

SPECIFICATIONS
Material:

High density polyethylene

Roll Size:

Economical

STANDARD MACHINE rolls  20" & 30" x 10,000' WrapNet is a cost effective way to unitize pallets when
ventilation is required. Designed to be used on conventional
STANDARD HAND rolls  20" & 30" x 1,000'
(Extended Core)
spiral wrapping machines with no alterations necessary.
STANDARD HAND rolls  20" & 30" x 3,000'

Low Labor Cost

Panel Strength:

STANDARD  140 pounds

It's easier and faster to apply than conventional strapping
resulting in lower material and labor costs

Roll Diameter:

Recyclable

Core:

The netting is 100% High Density Polyethylene. and can be
recycled or easily compacted for efficient disposability.

STANDARD machine rolls  approximately 10"
All machine rolls on 3" I.D. Core

Pallets (shipping units):

Machine Rolls  32 rolls per pallet
Hand Rolls  50 cases per pallet

Discourage Pilferage
A pallet wrapped in netting discourages unauthorized
sampling and "mysterious" disappearances.

www.wplastics.com

WHO? WHAT? WHY? WHERE?
What is Pallet WrapNet?
WrapNet is a light weight knitted netting. The primary use of WrapNet is for stabilizing unitized pallets.

Why is Pallet WrapNet Used?
The common denominator for all uses of WrapNet is the need for the palletized goods to "breathe". Palletizing fresh
fruits and vegetables is the primary use of WrapNet, but there are growth areas in other niche markets that can mean
increased sales and new accounts.

WrapNet Solves Problems
If condensation formation on the inside of stretch film is a problem, the use of WrapNet is an efficient, cost effective
method of alleviating the problem. If goods require a well ventilated area to cure or cool down, WrapNet is the solution.

Products are boxed and palletized when still warm.
Condensation forms on the inside of the cling film
and deteriorates the boxes.

A product has excessive moisture when produced
and has to "cure" prior to being stretch wrapped.

Place pallets in cool down/holding area for 24 to 36
hours, or wrap the pallets in WrapNet and eliminate
the time and expense of the holding area.

Wrap the pallet in WrapNet and let the curing take
place in transit.

These are two actual examples where innovative packaging distributors solved their customers problems. This resulted
in increased sales, loyal customers and the satisfaction of a job well done.
"Quality Assurance  Western Plastics is committed to providing
the highest quality pallet netting available in the market."

Hand Held WrapNet

Comes complete and ready to use, hand held WrapNet comes on lightweight
disposable core handles for easy application.

Which Equipment Will WrapNet Work On?

Machine WrapNet has a standard 3” I.D. core and is designed to fit on conventional
spiral wrapping machines, If the machine can exert tension on the core or the net, it
will likely work with no alterations, meaning immediate application for your
customers and sales for you.

Who Sells WrapNet?

WrapNet is sold only through distributors that offer products such as spiral wrapping
equipment, stretch films and tapes. Numerous distributors have had a great deal of
success solving their customers pallet wrapping problems by being innovative in the
application of WrapNet. That builds customer confidence and repeat business.

What are the Advantages of WrapNet Over Other Brands?

WrapNet is the highest quality netting available in the market. The netting is precisely metered to a full 10,000’
roll, ensuring full value for the product. The core used is of the highest quality in the industry safeguarding
against core failure. Western Plastics stands behind every roll 100%. In short, you can rely on Western Plastics
Pallet Wrap to perform for you. Experience peace of mind knowing your customer is receiving a quality product.
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